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disclaimer

Forex is a highly speculative and extremely risky market. Even though
profits can be considerable, you should always understand that past
performance is not a guarantee of future profits.
necessarily indicative of future results.
This market is very little regulated and the broker partner of autotrade
gold 4.0 has no official regulation.
This presentation should not be taken as a solicitation to invest, simply to
be taken as information.

definition and advantages of trading robots

A trading robot is a program or software that can be used to trade
automatically.

ADVANTAGES :
Can operate 24/7
Very fast, precise and consistent in the implementation of
trading strategies
Free up time for user
Can trade automatically without the need for the user to learn
and understanding trading

Material specification

All Autotrade gold 4.0 robots do not require any special equipment.

The software required to monitor transactions is Metatrader4

Metatrader4 can be downloaded in different versions :

description of autotrade gold 4.0

It is specially made for the forex market and only trades on
one pair: XAU/USD
It is designed with sophisticated artificial intelligence that
allows it to adapt to market conditions in real time and to
fine-tune almost all of its trading operations.

autotrade gold 4.0
HOW IT WORKS
The objective is to generate between 0.5 and 1% per day: this means that until the objective has been
reached, the robot will continue to look for opportunities to open new positions provided that they comply
with the predetermined logical conditions.
The maximum loss is 3% per day
The robot uses a scalping strategy: opening and closing a position in a short time interval in order to take
advantage of small market movements.
The robot uses single-entry techniques: which means that it never opens two operations simultaneously.
It therefore does not hedge or martingale. This limits exposure and therefore limits the risk of loss in the
event of strong movements.
Transactions are carried out at 24-hour intervals, which means that there is no floating beyond the day
or the weekend.
Trading hours: Monday to Friday ( The Forex market is closed on weekends )

autotrade gold 4.0
HOW IT WORKS

Money Management : Approximately 10% per trade (example: 1 lot per open position for $10,000 of
capital).
Automatic compound interest: As soon as the robot has accumulated about $100 of winnings, the money
management will be adjusted automatically. ( 0.01 extra lot for every $100 of winnings )
Capital 100% available, no return on investment, your profits accumulate to your initial capital and you
can make your withdrawals whenever you want. Money management is adjusted according to the funds
remaining in your trading account.

It is strictly forbidden for any user of the Autotrade Gold 4.0 trading robot to intervene manually on the work
of the robot. In order to avoid any problems, it is advisable to connect to your trading account with your
investor password.

autotrade gold 4.0
DEPOSITS / WITHDRAWALS
You can make your deposits and withdrawals in Bitcoin, UsdT (Erc20 network), CoinPayements or bank transfer if
you have a bank account in Indonesia (IDR currency).
The withdrawal limit* is set at $2,000 per day.
VIP status from $100,000 capital in the trading account.
The daily withdrawal limit for a VIP member is 10% of the capital held.
*The daily withdrawal limit is put in place so that there is always enough liquidity on the company's exchange (Indodax) to ensure a reasonable
withdrawal period for all members (24 hours maximum on weekdays to receive a withdrawal).

If you wish to make a total withdrawal of your trading capital, you must make a request to the head of your team. A
special withdrawal request will be sent to release your funds in full as soon as possible. In case of a full withdrawal,
the purchased license will be lost.

FEES :
Deposits = $20 on each deposit
Withdrawals = via Bitcoin 2%
via UsdT 25$ per withdrawal ( 20$ fixed + 5$ Erc20 network fees )
The crypto pick-up address must be entered in the profile beforehand.

*Subject to modifications

MIN DEPOSIT

100$

LICENCES
100$

200$

500$

LEVEL 01

LEVEL 02

LEVEL 03

MAX BALANCE

MAX BALANCE

MAX BALANCE

500$

5000$

30.000$

2500$

3500$

LEVEL 04

LEVEL 05

MAX BALANCE

MAX BALANCE

1.000.000$ 10.000.000£
*For each package, if you reach the maximum balance, you will need to upgrade your package for the robot to
continue trading. Only the difference between the two packages is payable.
**20$ fee is charged for each transaction

affiliate programm
Become an Autotrade Gold 4.0* partner and earn commissions on your clients' trading volume. There are 4 different
statuses:

TRADER = INVESTOR
SUB IB
PARTNER

Get $5/lot on your first level as well as on
your own account**.
Conditions: Minimum personal investment of 1000$ +
2 people ready to register.

SUB IB

Get 8$/lot on your first level
Get 2$/lot on your second level
Conditions: Minimum personal investment of 5000$ +
50,000 turnover.

IB

Get 10$/lot on your first level
Get 2$/lot on your second level
Get 2$/lot on your third level
Conditions: Minimum personal investment of 12 000$ + 50 000$ direct
turnover + 200,000 $ total turnover.

*Subject to approval by the company.
**In compliance with the membership rules, multi-accounts are prohibited, under penalty of
banishment.

Subib partner on trader = 5$
Subib partner on subib partner = 0$
Subib partner on sub ib = 0$
Subib partner on ib = 0$
Subib on trader = 8$
Subib on subib partner = 2$
Subib on sub ib = 0$
Subib on ib = 0$
Ib on trader = 10$
Ib on subib partner = 2$
Ib on sub ib = 2$
Ib on ib = 0$

*Subject to modifications

affiliate programm
PERCENTAGE ON PACKAGE
SALES
15% ON THE INITIAL PACKAGE OR UPGRADE
10% ON THE INITIAL PACKAGE OR ON AN UPGRADE
4% ON THE INITIAL PACKAGE OR ON AN UPGRADE

EXEMPLE :
SUBIB PARTNER ON TRADER = 4%
SUBIB PARTNER ON SUBIB PARTNER = 0%
SUBIB PARTNER ON SUB IB = 0%
SUBIB PARTNER ON IB = 0%
SUBIB ON TRADER = 10%
SUBIB ON SUBIB PARTNER = 5%
SUBIB ON SUB IB = 0%
SUBIB ON IB = 0%
IB ON TRADER = 15%
IB ON SUBIB PARTNER = 5%
IB ON SUB IB = 5%
IB ON IB = 0%
*Subject

to modifications

